The following undergraduate students have been nominated for Senate (term from July 1, 2019– June 30, 2020). The statements and photos of candidates, if available, have been included below.

1. **BOT, Laura** – Bachelor of Management and Organizational Studies  
2. **GRENIER, Mac** - Economics  
3. **SCOTT, Jaya** – International Relations  
4. **STEBBING, Jack** – International Relations

---

**BOT, Laura - Bachelor of Management and Organizational Studies**

After being involved on campus during my time as a Western University student, I searched for a role to pursue in my fourth year to make a significant final impact on my school community. As the Vice President Programming of the Delaware Hall Resident's Council and working on the communications and conference portfolios on the Social Science Student’s Council, I have found myself becoming increasingly passionate about academic issues. If I were elected to the senate, I hope to broaden exposure to the opportunities provided through student government and to provide input and change on the issues I campaign for.

---

**GRENIER, Matthew (Mac) - Economics**

My time at Western has put me in many positions relating to the student experience. Being a Residence Soph, Faculty Soph, USC Charity representative, USC Councillor and now the VP Events on the SSSC has exposed me to numerous student voices that . If elected for the position of Social Science Senator I will ensure that students' voices are heard on Senate floor and also make sure to relay the thoughts and opinions of the rest of the Senate body.
Hello, my name is Jaya Scott and I hope to advocate for Social Science Students on Senate. I believe I have the diligence, commitment, and passion necessary to listen to and amplify your voice. Although the Student Senators Caucus has made great improvements in engagement in recent years, I believe more can be done and would be approachable and open throughout my term. Moreover, experience abroad has given me insight into other university policies I believe should be considered by Western. Please check out my platform and do not hesitate to get in touch with me.
(jscot63@uwo.ca)